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For more than 20 years, TÜV Rheinland’s Cybersecurity 
business has been helping companies from various 
industries to use innovative technologies securely.  
Our experts have a high level of industry knowledge  
about cybersecurity. In an increasingly vulnerable world  
of networked systems and devices, our cybersecurity 
solutions aim to combine security and data protection.  
Our team carries out cybersecurity tests, industrial  
security tests and data protection tests on the Internet  
of Things (IoT) and cloud infrastructures, among others.  
TÜV Rheinland runs a worldwide network of more than  
one hundred laboratories, which support manufacturers  
with a single source for their cybersecurity and data 
protection demands.

About  TÜV Rheinland



Dear Readers,

Following our Cybersecurity Trends 2019 report, in 2020 we anticipate a greater focus on the target-rich environments of 
Operational Technology (OT) and the Internet of Things (IoT). A major concern is the potential impact of cybercrime on our 
personal safety, the stability of society, and risks to the environment.

In January 2019, the private information and correspondence of hundreds of German politicians and public fi gures, including 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel, were released online in one of the country’s biggest ever data breaches. Soon after, aircraft 
maker Airbus announced a cyber-attack on its commercial aircraft manufacturing business, which resulted in the breach of 
contact details and IT identifi cation details of many of the company’s employees in Europe. In March, Facebook acknowledged 
a vulnerability in its management systems that resulted in hundreds of millions of user passwords being stored in plain text 
on an internal system accessible by its employees. In the same month, millions of U.S. cardioverter defi brillator patients were 
made aware their implanted devices had been found to be exposed by two serious vulnerabilities.

A key theme during the year was the expanding attack surface created by the explosion of IoT adoption. In July, it was dis-
closed that specifi c versions of the Real-time Operating System (RTOS) VxWorks had 11 zero-days in its TCP/IP stack (IPnet), 
leaving millions of industrial IoT devices vulnerable to cyber-attack by Remote Code Execution (RCE). Later it was discovered 
the same TCP/IP stack was used in another six RTOSs, further expanding the attack surface by many million devices. The very 
long tail of patch management processes makes it almost certain these vulnerabilities will haunt some companies for years to 
come.

In the Cybersecurity Trends 2020 report, we explore the expanding relationship between cybercrime and our physical safety, 
potential impacts on society, and risks to the environment. The rapidly increasing number of cyber-physical systems connecting 
to our digital lives represent a material cyber-kinetic threat. 

This year saw the second instance of a Triton malware -based attack on a Middle 
Eastern critical infrastructure company’s safety and failsafe mechanisms. We highlight 
how these threats can surface in different industries and in our personal lives, 
from data ethics through product engineering and industrial process automation, to 
intelligent transport systems.

We hope you fi nd this year’s trends both engaging and insightful and look forward to 
continuing the dialogue with you on these important topics.

PETR LÁHNER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
INDUSTRIAL SERVICES & CYBERSECURITY
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TREND 1: THE UNREGULATED MINING OF PERSONAL 
DATA RISKS DESTABILIZ ING DIGITAL SOCIETY

In 2017, French citizen Judith Duportail asked a dating app 
company to send her all the personal data it kept about her.  
In reply, she received an 800-page document which included 
her Facebook likes and friends, the age rank of the men she 
had expressed interest in, and every online conversation  
she had conducted with all 870 matches since 2013. The 
quantity of personal data she received on herself from  
only one app over a few years underlines the expanding 
nature of the privacy challenge. It also highlights a lack of 
transparency as to how it is being secured and processed to 
build a picture of a person’s interests and behavior. 

TREND 2: SMART SUPPLY CHAINS WILL BE TARGETED 

BY HACKERS, RENDERING THEM ‘DUMB’

Supply chains increasingly use Internet of Things (IoT) 
automation, robotics and big data management to improve 
efficiency and lower costs, both within individual companies 
as well as their outsourced suppliers. Although resembling 
traditional supply chains, smart supply chains increasingly 
virtualize elements such as warehousing, which is no longer 
simply a physical building but every location a product or its 
components might be at any moment in time. Nevertheless, 
there is a growing realization that this economic model  
brings with it increased financial risks in the event of even 
quite small disruptions. The smart supply chain is dynamic 
and efficient but also vulnerable.

TREND 3: SMART CONSUMER DEVICES ARE 

MULTIPLYING FASTER THAN THEY CAN BE SECURED

Smart speakers, fitness trackers, smart watches, smart 
thermostats, smart energy meters, home security cameras, 
smart locks, and smart lightbulbs are the best-known 
examples of an ‘Internet of many things’ democratization 
which seems unstoppable. Every year, their number and 
capability expand as personal smart devices become 
embedded in everyday life in ways that imply a future in 
which business and society will come to depend on them. 
These are no longer mere toys or novelties. Predictably, 
this will make them targets for cybercriminals driven by 
profit or the desire to sow chaos and uncertainty. So far, the 
cybersecurity challenge posed by Internet connectivity has 
been to defend a billion servers and personal computers. 
With the arrival of smart devices, the attack surface could 
quickly expand to a hundred or thousand times this size. 

TREND 4: THREATS TO THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY HAVE 

MOVED FROM THEORY TO REALITY

Global seaborne trade was estimated in 2017 to be 
approximately 10.7 billion tons. Despite challenging 
geopolitical and trade tensions, this is expected to grow. 
At the same time, more efficient port services mean that 
ships are in port for shorter periods to load, unload, and 
then depart. There is ample evidence that nation states are 
experimenting with direct attacks on navigation systems 
while incidents of ransomware attacks on onboard ship 
networks are now being reported. Port logistics offer a 
second, overlapping area of vulnerability. Meanwhile, cyber-
activism may begin to impact the maritime sector. Since it 
is agenda driven, determining when an activist threat might 
mutate into a significant risk is difficult. However, high  
profile environmental or geopolitical events often act as 
catalysts, which makes monitoring and understanding such 
events a key part of modern maritime cybersecurity. 

TREND 5: REAL-TIME OPERATING SYSTEMS 

SUPERFLAWS RISK CREATING A POST-PATCHING ERA

By 2025, it is estimated that there will be over 75 billion 
connected Internet of Things (IoT) devices, each with its 
own software stack, many of which use outsourced and 
potentially vulnerable components. In 2019, Armis Labs 
discovered 11 serious vulnerabilities (dubbed ‘Urgent/11’)  
in the Wind River VxWorks real-time operating system 
(RTOS). Six exposed an estimated 200 million IoT devices  
to the risk of Remote Code Execution (RCE) attacks. This 
layer of vulnerability is a major challenge because it is often 
deeply buried in large numbers of products stretching back 
years or even decades, which organizations might not even 
realize are there. In the face of this, the defense of installing 
patches becomes less effective, assuming such a thing is 
even available in older, orphaned components that remain in 
use.

Executive Summary. 

New thinking on cybersecurity and privacy in a world where digital  
transformation beckons.
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TREND 6: ‘BRING YOUR OWN MEDICAL DEVICE’ 
IS  AN INTERNET HEALTH CRISIS IN THE MAKING

Over the last decade, personal medical devices such as 
insulin pumps, heart and glucose monitors, cardioverter 
defi brillators, and pacemakers, have been connected to the 
Internet in a trend dubbed the ‘Internet of Medical Things’ 
(IoMT). At the same time, researchers have discovered 
a growing number of software vulnerabilities and proof-
of-concept attacks in these products which could lead to 
targeted attacks on individuals as well as entire classes 
of products. In some cases, these devices and the data 
they generate as protected health information (PHI) could 
also be at risk.  So far, the health industry has struggled 
to respond to the issue, including after the offi cial lifespan 
of devices has come to an end. As with so many Internet 
of Things (IoT) devices of this generation, the allure of 
connectivity has trumped the need for cybersecurity while 
the complex task of maintaining and patching devices has 
been revealed to be uncoordinated, weak or non-existent. 

TREND 7: VEHICLES AND TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE 
ARE A NEW CANDIDATE FOR CYBERATTACK

Vehicles and traffi c infrastructure are becoming 
increasingly integrated with one another through the 
development of proprietary software and hardware 
platforms. These applications provide more fl exibility and 
features to drivers, potentially improved traffi c safety, 
and seem inevitable given the emergence of self-driving 
vehicles. The downside is a rise in vulnerabilities that might 
be exploited by attackers with a direct impact on safety. 
More concerning, vehicles and traffi c infrastructure are 
becoming critical infrastructure. Large-scale cyberattacks 
targeting this could affect not only the safety of individuals 
but give rise to disruptive consequences for transportation 
and safety in the urban environment.
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TOO MUCH DATA, TOO LITTLE TRANSPARENCY 

In 2017, French citizen Judith Duportail asked a dating  
app company to send her all the personal data it held on 
her. In reply, she received an 800-page document which 
included her Facebook likes and friends, the age rank of 
the men she had expressed interest in, and every online 
conversation she had conducted with all 870 matches 
since 2013. The quantity of personal data she received on 
herself from only one app over a few years underlines the 
expanding nature of the privacy challenge. It also highlights 
a lack of transparency as to how it is being secured and 
processed to build a picture of a person’s interests and 
behavior. 

THE RISK OF MISUSE IS  STILL BEING DOWNPLAYED

In the past, what interested organizations was a person’s 
name, address, job role and spending power. This has now 
expanded to profile deeper aspects of behavior such as 
political affiliations, social attitudes, and voting intentions. 
Without a strong sense of data ethics, individuals and 
society are left exposed to manipulation by organizations 
that have access to these large personal datasets covering 
our activities, interests, and opinions. Companies are also 
vulnerable should it come to light they have intentionally 
or unintentionally used personal data in ways that are 
unethical.   

T H E H I D D E N PR O B L E M O F T H I R D PA R T I E S

Recently, it has become apparent that some companies 
have been negligent about how they share personal data 
with third parties and, once in those hands, the uses to 
which it is put. This has included several high-profile data 
sharing scandals which involved the commercial sale of 
data in ways that failed to meet even basic standards 
of consent from data subjects. Controversially, this has 
also involved the use of personal data as part of targeted 
political campaigns in several countries, including to 
create full psychological profiles of voters. As well as the 
potential for misuse, these incidents have only come to 
light after research by small numbers of journalists and 
whistleblowers. Without such investigations, the scale of 
data harvesting and its uses would have remained covert. 
At best, this looks like an arbitrary way to police the issue 
of how personal data is exploited for gain. At worst, such 
an improvised system of controls lacks transparency and 
accountability.  

Trend 1:
The unregulated mining 
of personal data risks 
destabilizing digital society

The free-for-all on personal data is ending but what will replace 
it is not yet clear.
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DATA ETHICS IS  BEGINNING TO INTEREST SOME 

GOVERNMENTS

Post-EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), data 
ethics is gaining more traction. Numerous policy initiatives 
are moving beyond basic data protection law to focus on 
the ethics of big data. The GDPR set out a list of general 
lawful purposes for data processing, including vital interest, 
legal obligation, contractual necessity, legitimate business 
interest, public interest, and other purposes that have the 
data subject’s consent. What seemed bold in Europe in 
2018, is now being emulated all over the world. California 
approved similar data protection legislation last year which 
comes into effect in 2020. However, some of these lawful 
purposes seem highly subjective, perhaps intentionally so. 
This gives businesses room to avoid their activities being 
constrained, while at the same time leaving the idea of 
what constitutes legitimate business interest reliant on an 
interpretation of ethical conduct.

THE LANDSCAPE IS EVOLVING SLOWLY

The emphasis is shifting towards the implementation of 
values and ethical principles like transparency, accounta-
bility, and privacy by design. For example, the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) P7000 Ethics 
and AI Standards seeks to develop ethics by design and 
overarching principles for the development of artifi cial 
Intelligence. Similarly, section 5.2 Embedded Values in 
Technology – Ethical by Design, of the recently adopted 
European Parliament Resolution on Artifi cial Intelligence and 
Robotics, also proposes a values-based design approach. 
It is highly probable that in the coming years we will see 
the development of an increasingly sustainable code of data 
ethics being embedded in regulations that are enforced by 
law. 
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D I G I TA L IZ E D S U PPLY C H A I N S C R E AT E N E W R I S K 

Supply chains increasingly use Internet of Things (IoT)  
automation, robotics and big data management to im- 
prove efficiency and lower costs, both within individual 
companies as well as their outsourced suppliers. Although  
resembling traditional supply chains, smart supply chains 
increasingly virtualize elements such as warehousing, 
which is no longer simply a physical building but every  
location a product or its components might be at any  
moment in time. Nevertheless, there is a growing reali-
zation that this economic model brings with it increased 
financial risks in the event of even quite small disruptions. 
The smart supply chain is dynamic and efficient but also 
vulnerable.

C OS T F O C U S B L I N D N E S S A N D C O M PL E X I T Y

Because the smart supply chain is still physical, it is un-
derstandable that manufacturers are sensitive to physical 
disruptions that affect costs. But because smart techno-
logy relies on connectivity, the risk of cyberattack needs 
to be added to this calculation. Quantifying these risks is 
difficult, which makes them easy to underestimate. The 
same applies complex supply chains, including outsourced 
providers. Added to this is the expansion of smart supply 
chains to encompass new technologies such as warehouse 
robotics, which bring with them new and unfamiliar vulne-
rabilities. For many companies, investing in smart supply 
chain systems while working out where the weaknesses 
are will be a matter of experimentation. 

R I S E O F T H E R O BOT S

Warehouse robotics are an interesting example of the  
challenge. Currently, companies are investing in the first  
generation of this technology, the controls for which are 
usually isolated to enhance security. However, none of 
these robots are completely isolated, either within their 
working environment and must also allow for servicing 
connectivity. More generally, the complexity of this en- 
vironment creates the potential to disrupt the availability  
of these systems. The standard advice is to ensure net-
works are segmented but this can be hard to achieve in an 
organization that is expanding and changing. A single mis-
take or incident can quickly spread from an office system 
via the internal network, giving attackers routes through 
which to target logistics.

N O E ASY SO LU T I O N B U T R E S I L I E N C E W I LL B E  
E S S E N T I A L

This is likely to fuel ransomware by criminals drawn to 
attack smart logistics for the same reason they have been 
drawn to attack logistics – the numerous weaknesses of an 
environment where even a modest time delay can have big 
consequences. The question is how smart logistics can be 
defended from this, as it will have to be. Initially, compa-
nies investing in this area will have to assume attacks and 
disruptions are inevitable and build the idea of resilience 
into their operation from the ground up. This might require 
some redundancy to cope with attacks, or a willingness to 
revert to manual operation in a crisis, a tactic reportedly 
adopted by aluminum parts supplier Norsk Hydro when it 
was hit by ransomware earlier in 2019. In other cases, it will 
require a willingness to isolate critical systems. Companies 
might even have to resolve to hold larger volumes of stock. 

Trend 2:
Smart supply chains will be 
targeted by hackers, rendering 
them ‘dumb’

Smart supply chains represent the future of global business.  
What has yet to be appreciated is how vulnerable they will be. 
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S M A R T LO G I ST I C S N E E D S M A R T E R S EC U R I T Y

The development of smart logistics implies that a new 
generation of smart cybersecurity might be needed to 
defend it. So far, these technologies rely on the same 
security systems as everything else. But working out how 
to isolate or disconnect a specifi c system or network is 
complex enough that it might require new technologies 
such as Artifi cial Intelligence (AI) to manage how this is 
done. Today, these technologies do not exist, but some-
thing like them will become necessary. If attackers seek 
to exploit the power of disruption, then it follows that smart 
cybersecurity’s job will be to quickly understand how this 
can be mitigated. The development of standards and accre-
ditation could be infl uential but in order to work they will 
need to be mandatory.
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S M A R T D E V I C E S A R E B EC O M I N G U B I Q U I TO U S A N D 

P OW E R F U L

Smart speakers, fitness trackers, smart watches, smart 
thermostats, smart energy meters, home security cameras, 
smart locks, and smart lightbulbs are the best-known exam-
ples of an ‘Internet of many things’ democratization which 
seems unstoppable. Every year, their number and capability 
expand as personal smart devices become embedded in 
everyday life in ways that imply a future in which business 
and society will come to depend on them. These are no lon-
ger mere toys or novelties. Predictably, this will make them 
targets for cybercriminals driven by profit or the desire to 
sow chaos and uncertainty. So far, the cybersecurity chal-
lenge posed by Internet connectivity has been to defend a 
billion servers and personal computers. With the arrival of 
smart devices, the attack surface could quickly expand to a 
hundred or thousand times this size. 

B U S I N E S S M O D E L S PR I O R I T IZ E G R OW T H OV E R  

S EC U R I T Y

The dash for growth in terms of devices and the platforms 
used to manage them begs questions about how they will 
be secured, patched and, where necessary, retired. Pur-
chased to enable novel features – voice controlling wireless 
smart speakers for example – these devices and their  
con-figuration hubs are still web-connected computers 
in miniature, complete with the same susceptibility to 
software vulnerabilities and misuse. They divide into 
two groups, the first of which collects personal data and 
device logs as part of its management through large cloud 
platforms such as Google, Amazon, and Apple. The other 
model is standalone, which has the opposite problem of 
offloading the cybersecurity problem to owners. Smart  
devices are designed to be transparent - they just ‘work’. 
Sold as a benefit, this means few offer sophisticated 
diagnostics through which users or providers can detect 
misuse. 

Trend 3:
Smart consumer devices are 
multiplying faster than they can 
be secured

Consumer smart devices are building a new and much 
riskier Internet of a hundred billion devices.
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AT TAC KS W I LL E VO LV E F R O M PR O O F - O F - C O N C E P T TO 

E X PLO I TAT I O N

To date, documented cyberattacks on these devices have 
focused on exploiting vulnerabilities in individual products, 
almost all unmanaged ones that are ‘turn on and forget’. 
An early warning was Mirai, malware designed to build a 
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) botnet from primitive, 
unsecured webcams and home routers. Since then, attacks 
have targeted numerous devices on a smaller scale, inclu-
ding proof-of-concept experiments carried out by white hat 
researchers exploiting unpatched software vulnerabilities. 
Because the devices had been targeted from an unma-
naged patchwork of fi rst-generation designs with limited 
capabilities, the real-world effects of these probing attacks 
have been temporary, confi ned to the indirect conse-
quences of networks targeted by botnets. However, the 
emerging generation of smarter devices will embed more 
software complexity, greater data collection, and a mode of 
operation in which they work together to enable the com-
mercial goal of smart, managed homes. Finding vulnerable 
devices is now trivial using public tools such as the Shodan 
vulnerability search engine.

R EG U L AT I O N I S C O M I N G,  B U T PA I N F U LLY S LOW LY

Although large tech platforms claim to be aware of the 
issue of software and privacy vulnerabilities smart 
devices, too often, the security model is to wait for at-
tacks and learn the lessons afterwards. That will work for 
individual products on a small scale but will present an 
impossible challenge as the number and scope of these 
devices expands by an order of magnitude. In the short run, 
the proprietary nature of these devices and their protocols 
will afford some protection. Increasingly, government is 
becoming involved, demanding that minimum ‘secure by 
design’ standards are applied to the broader emergence of 
the Internet of Many Things. What device makers urgently 
need are clearer, practical standards to adopt for technical 
security along with a commitment to consumer privacy that 
does not allow laggards simply to opt out.
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Trend 4:
Threats to the shipping industry 
have moved from theory to reality

T H E M A R I T I M E S EC TO R H AS B EC O M E A S T R AT EG I C 

TA R G E T

Global seaborne trade was estimated in 2017 to be appro-
ximately 10.7 billion tons. Despite challenging geopolitical 
and trade tensions, this is expected to grow. At the same 
time, more efficient port services mean that ships are in 
port for shorter periods to load, unload, and then depart. 
There is ample evidence that nation states are experi-
menting with direct attacks on navigation systems while 
incidents of ransomware attacks on onboard ship networks 
are now being reported. Port logistics offer a second, 
overlapping area of vulnerability. Meanwhile, cyber-activism 
may begin to impact the maritime sector. Since it is agenda 
driven, determining when an activist threat might mutate 
into a significant risk is difficult. However, high profile en-
vironmental or geopolitical events often act as catalysts, 
which makes monitoring and understanding such events a 
key part of modern maritime cybersecurity. 

T H E C O M PL E X I T Y O F M A R I T I M E T EC H N O LO GY 

C R E AT E S N E W V U L N E R A B I L I T I E S

While the importance of shipping is not new, maritime 
vessels have become increasingly reliant on digital and 
operational technology to control and manage multiple on-
board systems which make them more efficient to operate. 
This complexity is now considerable and the vulnerabilities 
within them are underestimated in some quarters. Bridge 
systems include Electronic Chart Displays and Information 
Systems (ECDIS), Global Navigation Satellite Systems (the 
U.S. GPS system), automatic identification system (AIS), 
voyage data recorders (VDR) and radar/automatic radar 
plotting aids (ARPA). Connections to shoreside systems 
may increase their vulnerability to denial-of-service threats 
or similar disruptions. Systems such as satellites are used 
to not only assist with the navigation of ships but in the 
tracking of goods and the provision of precise timing signals 
for engineering systems. Other targets include propulsion, 
steering and power control, and communication systems 
such as voice and data transmission via satellite/very small 
aperture terminal (VSAT)/Fleet Broadband. 

Many modern supply chains depend on shipping – cybercriminals 
have spotted this pressure point. 
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S H I PP I N G I S A CY B E R S EC U R I T Y PR O B L E M

Without proper security controls, a cyber-related incident 
could interrupt these systems and disrupt the operation of 
the vessel. While most safety critical ship systems such as 
those used for navigation will have a failsafe, dealing with 
disruption can reduce the ship’s ability to meet sailing sche-
dules and generate revenue. With an increasing reliance 
on just-in-time logistics, even a small disruption at a port 
facility can impact the manufacture and delivery of goods 
thousands of miles away. Since shipping companies and 
operators may have a range of vessels under management, 
it is unlikely that a one-size-fi ts-all approach to cyberse-
curity at sea will work. Instead, a core set of controls and 
policies needs to be established, with appropriate appen-
dices or practical variations, depending on the ship type. 
In June 2017, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) 
adopted the Resolution (MSC.428 (98)) on Maritime Cyber 
Risk Management in Safety Management Systems, which 
stated that cyber risk management onboard ships will be 
mandatory from January 2021. This will ensure that existing 
risk-management practices are used to address the ope-
rational threats arising from the increased dependence on 
cyber-enabled systems. 
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E M B E D D E D SO F T WA R E S TAC KS D E F Y S TA N DA R D  

PATC H I N G A DV I C E

By 2025, it is estimated that there will be over 75 billion 
connected Internet of Things (IoT) devices, each with its 
own software stack, many of which use outsourced and 
potentially vulnerable components. In 2019, Armis Labs 
discovered 11 serious vulnerabilities (dubbed ‘Urgent/11’) 
in the Wind River VxWorks real-time operating system 
(RTOS). Six exposed an estimated 200 million IoT devices 
to the risk of Remote Code Execution (RCE) attacks. This 
layer of vulnerability is a major challenge because it is often 
deeply buried in large numbers of products stretching back 
years or even decades, which organizations might not even 
realize are there. In the face of this, the defense of installing 
patches becomes less effective, assuming such a thing is 
even available in older, orphaned components that remain 
in use.

R E A L-T I M E O PE R AT I N G SYS T E M S A R E T H E N E W H I D -

D E N R I S K

For Internet of Things (IoT) devices, a commonly outsour-
ced component is the RTOS. This is a foundational compo-
nent that sits between the hardware and its product-spe-
cific behavior. The RTOS is an operating system intended to 
serve real time applications that process data as it comes 
in. It is a time-bound system where data processing must 
be done within defined time constraints or the system will 
fail. As with the popularity of jQuery, there are commonly 
used variants of both Connection Oriented Transport Ser-
vice (VxWorks), and open-source (FreeRTOS) RTOS, used 
across device manufacturers, which potentially embed a 
whole class of vulnerabilities into millions of industrial and 
commercial IoT devices.

M I LL I O N S O F V U L N E R A B L E I OT D E V I C E S

The Urgent/11 vulnerabilities were in the VxWorks’ TCP/
IP stack (IPnet), affecting an estimated two million super-
visory control and data acquisition (SCADA), elevator and 
industrial control, patient monitor, magnetic resonance ima-
ging (MRI), network firewall, router, modem, Voice over IP 
phone, and printer devices. It was subsequently discovered 
that URGENT/11 is present in six other RTOS that use the 
same IPnet TCP/IP stack, spreading this class of vulne-
rabilities to millions of additional medical, industrial, and 
enterprise devices. The extent to which VxWorks pervades 
the Industrial IoT ecosystem is sobering, including inside 
products made by Siemens, ABB, Emerson Electric, Rock-
well Automation, Mitsubishi Electronic, Samsung, Ricoh, 
Xerox, NEC, and Arris, among others.

PATC H I N G ’S LO N G TA I L  PR O B L E M

It’s almost certain that these vulnerabilities will haunt com-
panies for years. Patching IoT devices is not like updating 
a mobile phone. Companies enforce strict patching and 
maintenance schedules to protect their operations from the 
liability of unplanned, and costly, downtime. Many critical 
control systems require 100% uptime. It needs to be a  
carefully rehearsed process, because one rushed and poor-
ly executed update could take a production offline for days. 
Cybersecurity teams are stretched, and device owners 
might not always have the skills necessary to apply low- 
level RTOS patches. Combine this with the sheer scale 
of the problem - hundreds of millions of devices - and it 
creates a long-tail patching challenge likes of which has not 
been seen before. Some of this will never be addressed.

Trend 5:
Real-time operating systems 
superflaws risk creating a post-
patching era 

The challenge of patching vulnerable real-time operating systems 
stacks could stretch traditional faith in patching to breaking point.
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T H E P OS T- PATC H I N G E R A B EC KO N S 

Vulnerabilities in shared RTOS software stretching back 
decades might look like a hangover from IoT’s pre-history, 
but it will need to be addressed, nonetheless. Currently, 
there is no all-encompassing solution, but addressing the 
most urgent parts of the issue implies the development of 
new security systems. Similarly, it might be necessary to 
accept that many devices using vulnerable RTOS will not 
be patched for a variety of practical reasons, including that 
patches might never be available. This, in a sense, could be 
a problem beyond patching that will require a new form of 
ongoing mitigation. Where unpatched systems are a fact of 
life, especially in the IoT space, the focus must shift to mo-
nitoring device behavior, acting when anomalies are detec-
ted. This can be a proportionate response to augment the 
current over-dependency on patching. Traditional methods 
will increasingly fail because there are legitimate challenges 
that delay timely updates to all devices.
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MORE DEVICES BUT NOT MORE SECURITY

Over the last decade, personal medical devices such as 
insulin pumps, heart and glucose monitors, cardioverter 
defibrillators, and pacemakers, have been connected to the 
Internet in a trend dubbed the ‘Internet of Medical Things’ 
(IoMT). At the same time, researchers have discovered 
a growing number of software vulnerabilities and proof-
of-concept attacks in these products which could lead to 
targeted attacks on individuals as well as entire classes of 
products. In some cases, these devices and the data they 
generate as protected health information (PHI) could also  
be at risk.  So far, the health industry has struggled to 
respond to the issue, including after the official lifespan 
of devices has come to an end. As with so many Internet 
of Things (IoT) devices of this generation, the allure of 
connectivity has trumped the need for cybersecurity while 
the complex task of maintaining and patching devices has 
been revealed to be uncoordinated, weak or non-existent.  

SOFTWARE VULNERABILIT IES ARE RIFE, SOME LIFE 

THREATENING 

Connectivity brings with it challenges such as the need to 
secure wireless channels such as Bluetooth, as well the data 
connection to the medical provider whose network must also 
be secured. This software complexity has fed numerous often 
quite basic security failings which researchers have had no 
trouble exposing. As an October 2019 warning from the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) described the effect of 
weak software on medical devices: “These vulnerabilities 
may allow anyone to remotely take control of the medical 
device and change its function, cause denial of service, or 
cause information leaks or logical flaws, which may prevent 
device function.”1

THE MISSING FEEDBACK CHANNELS

An unusual characteristic of this sector is that the customer 
for IoMT devices is not in the first instance the patient, but 
medical providers served through distributors across the 
globe. This not only severs a possible feedback mechanism 
that might drive better security but reduces the chances of 
patients hearing of security problems in their devices in a 
timely way. In many cases, the complex supply chain makes 
it impossible to patch products or issue product recalls 
because the equipment maker has no database through 
which to contact patients. The less than perfect fallback for 
this is advisories on regulator and manufacturer websites, 
many of which might never be read by their intended 
audience of end users.

FROM THEORY TO ATTACK

So far, exploits against IoMT devices has been entirely 
proof-of-concept based on a growing number of security 
flaws uncovered by researchers. No attacks have been 
documented that exploited these vulnerabilities, most 
likely because many require proximity to the target to be 
successful. However, this doesn’t mean that highly targeted 
attacks on individuals haven’t been attempted, if only to 
test the malevolent possibilities. History tells us that if IoMT 
cyberattacks are viable, it would be prudent to assume that 
someone will attempt it at some point. 

  

Trend 6:
‘Bring Your Own Medical Device’ 
is an Internet health crisis in the 
making

Vulnerabilities in connected medical devices is an IoT security 
problem that is expanding faster than it can be managed. 
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1 FDA warning, October 2019: URGENT/11 Cybersecurity Vulnerabilities in a Widely Used Third-Party Software Component May Introduce Risks During Use of Certain Medical Devices



MEDICAL SAFETY REQUIRES TESTING AS WELL AS 

REGULATION

In the U.S., the FDA has issued a steady stream of 
security advisories for individual products, although it is 
not clear whether patients, including those outside the 
U.S., understand or even see these warnings. Although 
the number of these advisories has continued to rise, 
anecdotal reports by researchers suggest that many 
equipment makers still fail to respond to disclosure of 
weaknesses uncovered in their products or fail to set 
up adequate reporting mechanisms to improve patching 
times. Compounding this is a lack of a framework for 
legal liability when devices are shown to be insecure or 
their privacy is compromised – if something goes wrong, 
who should be held accountable? In 2017, the FDA issued 
Design Considerations and Pre-market Submission Recom-
mendations for Interoperable Medical Devices, a set of 
guidelines for equipment makers intended to impose a basic 
set of cybersecurity standards, particularly where patient 
safety could be put at risk.
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MORE CONNECTIVITY, MORE RISK

Vehicles and traffic infrastructure are becoming increasingly 
integrated with one another through the development 
of proprietary software and hardware platforms. These 
applications provide more flexibility and features to drivers, 
potentially improved traffic safety, and seem inevitable given 
the emergence of self-driving vehicles. The downside is a 
rise in vulnerabilities that might be exploited by attackers 
with a direct impact on safety. More concerning, vehicles 
and traffic infrastructure are becoming critical infrastructure. 
Large-scale cyberattacks targeting this could affect not 
only the safety of individuals but give rise to disruptive 
consequences for transportation and safety in the urban 
environment.

DIGITALIZATION EMBEDS INSECURE TECHNOLOGIES

To fulfil demand for connectivity, manufacturers have  
started adding features such as communication and 
entertainment systems, vehicle information systems, 
on-board Wi-Fi hotspots, and vehicle control using 
smartphones. Going forward, manufacturers will  
continue to add features designed to aid autonomous 
and safe driving, and digital services such as after-sales 
servicing. Inevitably, these will use off-the-shelf standards 
and technologies that reflect the involvement of large 
technology companies. This creates layers of risk, starting 
with the increased complexity of systems and their 
relationship with management platforms, resulting in a 
higher probability that errors and vulnerabilities that will be 
exploited in cyberattacks. The technology standardization 
upon which connectivity depends echoes the vulnerabilities 
that would today be seen in other Internet systems.

WHAT MIGHT ATTACKERS DO?

As proof-of-concept research has demonstrated, potential 
threats range from outage of entertainment systems to 
critical safety aspects like manipulation of acceleration 
and brakes, or even steering control. In 2019, concerning 
vulnerabilities in these systems continued to be published. 
Underlining this were multiple zero-day exploits in head 
and telematics control units, providing the attacker the 
possibility for remote exploitation and the theoretical 
potential for remote vehicle takeover. Fortunately, 
researchers published under the principle of responsible 
disclosure, giving the manufacturer time to address the 
weaknesses uncovered. What is concerning is that the 
frequency and severity of vulnerabilities being found implies 
a high probability of successful attacks happening within the 
coming years.   

MOTIVATION TO ATTACK

Attack motivations include ransomware and extortion. 
Including the remote hijacking of vehicles transporting 
high-value goods. However, the biggest threats caused 
by connected and software-driven vehicles are highly 
targeted and large-scale cyberattacks. Using harmonized 
and standardized software, vulnerabilities likely exist in 
many vehicles across several models and, depending on 
the supply chain, affecting several manufacturers at once. 
A known vulnerability or zero-day (i.e. unknown, unpatched) 
exploit could be used to launch attacks and gain control of 
millions of vehicles. In short, attackers can turn one, several, 
or many vehicles into weapons against people, society, and 
environment, without the need for physically proximity to 
the vehicles themselves.

Trend 7:
Vehicles and transport 
infrastructure are a new candidate 
for cyberattack

As vehicles become connected, proof-of-concept attacks are 
rapidly exposing weaknesses that cyber-attackers will exploit.
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STANDARDS ARRIVE –  ISO 21434

In 2020, the long-awaited ISO 21434 standard will be 
published. This will provide automotive guidance on how to 
consider cybersecurity in the entire product development 
and product lifecycle. Short-term recommendations include 
the establishment of vulnerability and patch management 
capabilities. The identifi cation and risk-based treatment of 
vulnerabilities is also foregrounded. Time-critical security 
patches cannot be delayed until vehicles are recalled for 
a garage appointment. Security patches require a timely 
provisioning over-the-air for rapid remediation. However, 
given that vehicles are continuously under attack, it seems 
likely that vehicles will eventually be compromised in one 
way or another. Countering this requires that vehicles must 
be monitored for ongoing threats and in case of compromise 
appropriate incident responses must be initiated. Perhaps 
the biggest hurdle of all is that manufacturers and their 
supply chain have evolved to repair cars rather than to patch 
them. Improving cybersecurity in this sector will be a huge 
long-term challenge.
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